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Abstract
This paper describes how the CAGIS environment can be used to manage work-processes, cooperative processes, and how to share and control information in a distributed, heterogeneous environment. We have used a
conference organising process as a scenario and applied our CAGIS environment on this process. The CAGIS
environment consists of three main parts: a document management system, a process management system, and a
transaction management system.
Keywords: Web-based software engineering, Internet computing: JAVA, XML, Intelligent agent software,
Database systems, Document modelling, Process modelling, Transaction modelling.

1 Introduction
After the introduction of the Internet, more and more projects are taking place in heterogeneous environments
where both people, information and working processes are distributed. Work is often dynamic and cooperative
and involves multiple actors with different kinds of needs. In these settings there is a need to help people coordinate their activities, share documents and information, and to manage the access to shared resources. While the
web makes it fairly easy to distribute information, the web itself does not contain explicit mechanisms to plan
and coordinate activities and tasks, organise, describe and classify information, or control access to - and ensure
consistency of - project documents.
In the absence of ”web-librarians” that can fulfil such tasks, the users themselves often have to figure out ad
hoc solutions for doing this. To help the users, what is needed is a small set of powerful, easy-to-use and flexible
tools that may be readily configured to support the task at hand. The CAGIS project - Cooperative Agents in
the Global Information Space - aims to support such tasks by using a combination of software agents and small
web-accessible tools.
This paper describes how our CAGIS environment, described in section 2, addresses the challenges or problems
given above. In section 3, we present a conference scenario to make the problems and challenges more concrete,
and the CAGIS environment is applied to this scenario in section 4. Section 5 discusses our approach and concludes
the paper.

2 The CAGIS environment
The CAGIS environment consists of three main components: A system for handling of distributed documents and
document understanding, a system for supporting cooperative processes in a distributed environment, and a flexible
transaction management system for shared, distributed resources. The following three sub-sections will describe
our effort in these research areas more in details.

2.1 Document models and tools
Documents published on the web have to be organised, classified and described to facilitate later retrieval and use.
One of the most challenging tasks is the semantic classification - the representation of document contents. This is
usually done using a mixture of text-analysis methods, a carefully defined (or controlled) vocabulary or ontology,
as well as a scheme for applying this vocabulary when describing a document. The CAGIS document model toolset
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helps the users of a project group to do this semi-automatically, by way of a domain model expressed in a conceptual modelling language and by using text analysis tools as an interface to perform the actual classification and
search. In other words,we use a conceptual model as a basis for creating meta-data descriptions (figure 1). These
meta-data descriptions may then be accessed through our java-model viewer that enables search and browsing of
documents through a standard web browser environment.
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Figure 1: Conceptual modelling for meta-data descriptions
Fundamental to our approach is the use of a conceptual modelling language to define and visualise the domain
specific vocabulary to be used in the classification and retrieval process. Conceptual modelling languages contain
the formal basis that is necessary to define a proper ontology, yet at the same time they offer a visual representation
that allows users to take part in the modelling, and to read and explore documents by interacting directly with the
models. The conceptual modelling language may thus be used throughout the entire process of classifying and
retrieving documents on the web. In our approach, we use the Referent model language [2] that is an ER-like
language with strong abstraction mechanisms and sound formal basis.
Our approach may be described as a three-step process: Domain Model Construction, Document Classification and Browsing & Retrieval - outlined below.
Domain Model Construction: Conceptual modelling is mainly a manual process. However, our domain models
must be somewhat related to the text of the documents to be classified, so we construct our model with some
aid from a textual analysis tool. A reference set of documents from the domain is run through a word frequency
analysis tool, which produces a list of high frequency terms from these documents. These terms are then taken as
input candidates for the actual conceptual modelling task. This is a manual and cooperative task performed by a
selected set of users. In order to prepare the finished domain model for later document classification, we then add
lexical linguistic information to the model, i.e. the model is enhanced by adding a textual definition and a term-list
for each of the concepts in the model. The term-list is a list of synonyms and conjugations for each concept that
will be used when matching document text against model concepts.
Document Classification: Documents are classified by selecting domain model fragments that reflect the document content. This is performed semi-automatically by matching the document text against the term-lists for each
concept in the model. Concepts found in the document are then shown to the user as a selection in a graphical
model viewer and the user may manually refine the classification by selecting and deselecting concepts and relations. When the user is satisfied, the selected model fragment is translated into RDF-XML serialisation syntax
(ref) and is stored as an ”Object Descriptor File” (ODF) pointing to the document in question. The user also has to
provide a selected set of properties for the document, such as its author, title etc. These attributes are also stored
within the ODF.
Browsing and Retrieval: In order to retrieve documents, the users enter a natural language query phrase which
is matched against the conceptual model in a similar way as in the classification process. The domain model
concepts found in this search phrase (if any) are extracted and used to search the stored document descriptions.
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Users may then refine their search by interacting with the model. Found documents are presented as list in a Webbrowser interface by using the stored document attributes. We also have an enhanced ”document reader”, that is,
when reading a document, all the terms in the document that matched a model concept is marked as a hyper-link
pointing to the definition the model concept.
The layered architecture of our document tool is shown in figure 2. As mentioned, the main parts of the system
are the web-enabled user interface and a set of servlets running on a standard web-server.
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Figure 2: Overview of system architecture
.
The user interface is centred around a Java-based Referent-model viewer. As mentioned, users may interact
with the model, explore concept definitions and relations, and then use the viewer directly in order to perform
both classification and retrieval.


The Java servlets define the overall functionality of the system. They are invoked from the model viewer and
coordinate the linguistic tools incorporated into the system.


At an ”intermediary” layer, between the servlets and the web-server, we use a number of linguistic tools analyse natural language phrases and give the necessary input to construct domain vocabularies and classify and
retrieve documents. The Word frequency analyser from WordSmith is a commercially available application
for counting word frequencies in documents and producing various statistical analyses. A Finnish company,
Lingsoft, has two tools for analysing nominal phrases and tagging sentences needed for the classification and
retrieval of documents. A smaller Prolog application for analysing relations between concepts in a sentence
is being developed internally at the university. This application assumes a disambiguated tagged sentence
and propose relations between the concepts on the basis of classification-specific rules. As an alternative to
the tagger and the relation analyser, we are considering a parser linked to an extensive semantic lexicon.




Finally, the documents and their classifications are stored at the web server in HTML/TXT and XML format.
The domain model is also stored in XML and can be continuously maintained to reflect the vocabulary used
in the documents being added to the document collection. The linguistic tools rest on lexical information
that is partly stored in XML and partly integrated with the tools themselves.

A more detailed presentation of our approach and the system is given in [13, 14]

2.2 Process models and tools
A process centred environment (PCE) prototype has been developed to give process support to distributed, cooperative processes in CAGIS. The CAGIS PCE consists of three main components:
Workflow System supporting Distributed Mobile Processes This workflow system is used to model simple,
repeatable workflow processes, and the system offers agenda-browser for the end-users. The workflow system
allows an instanciated workflow model to be distributed as several process fragments on different workspaces. One
3

benefit of this is the possibility to adapt the workflow to local environmental conditions. The workflow instances
are defined as XML-files located in the local workspaces, and can be changed any time. The ability to move
workflow instances during enactment, can be used for reallocation of activities, dealing with exceptions (someone
responsible for a particular activity is sick), and delegation of work. The Workflow system is implemented in Perl,
providing a CGI-interface through a web-server. For a more detailed description, see [15, 16].
The Process Modelling Language (PML) for the workflow system defines a process as set of activities that
can have pre-order relationships between them specified in XML syntax. An activity can specify a set of prelinks identifying what activities to be executed before, and post-links identifying activities to be executed after
the activity current activity. The pre- and post-links can be written as URLs, and allow therefore the process to
be distributed over several workspaces. Every activity definition specifies a code part. This code part is simply
HTML, and can be used to simple present text, to specify a form, or to start a Java-applet. The term process
fragment is used to name a group of activities in a workspace, which is one part of the whole process. A process
fragment is specified by a name, a workspace (location), and a list of references to activities.
Software Agents to support Dynamic, Cooperative Processes While the workflow system described above
takes care of simple, repeatable process, we use software agents to support more cooperative and dynamic processes. Software agents typically takes care of inter-workspace (inter-group) activities as negotiation activities
(e.g., about of resource allocation), coordination of artifacts and workflow elements between workspaces, brainstorming, voting, marked support (in a multi-company scenario, we can perceive that agents act as buyer and sellers
of services), etc. Our multi-agent architecture consists of four main elements:
Agents An agent is set up to achieve a modest goal, characterised by autonomy, interaction, reactivity to environment, as well as pro-activeness. We have identified three main types of agents: (1) Work agents to assist
in local production activities, (2) Interaction agents to assist with cooperative work between workspaces, and
(3) System agents to give system support to other agents. Interaction agents are mobile, while system and
work agents are stationary.


Workspaces A workspace is a temporary container for relevant data in a suitable format to be accessed
by tools, together with the processing (work) tools. It can be private, as well as shared. Files stored in a
repository can be checked in and out to a workspace.


Agent Meeting Place (AMP) AMPs are where agents meet and interact. AMPs provide agents support for
doing efficient inter-agent communication. There can be different types of AMPs for different purposes.
Each AMP will have a defined ontology, which the agents have to follow. We can perceive special AMPs
for negotiation, coordination, information exchange, selling and buying services etc.




Repositories Repositories can be global, local, or distributed, and are persistent storage of data. Experience
Bases are one specific type of repository we can use in our multi-agent architecture to support community
memory.

The multi-agent architecture is implemented in Java, using IBM Aglets framework to provide mobile agents,
KQML is used for inter-agent communication, and ORBIX CORBA is used to offer communication to other
applications and other agent systems. More detailed description of the multi-agent architecture can be found in
[19, 11, 7].
Agent-Workflow GlueServer The Agent-Workflow GlueServer provides interaction between the workflow system and the multi-agent system. A glue model in XML defines the relationship between workflow elements and
software agents. The GlueServer will offer services for a workflow activity to trigger an agent and vice versa.
The GlueServer is implemented in Java, and ORBIX CORBA is used to facilitate communication with the agent
system and workflow systems. More information about the GlueServer can be found in [18, 4].
Figure 3 shows a simplified illustration of how the different components in the CAGIS PCE interact. In figure
3, there are two workspaces, each running a workflow tool with a local workflow model. In reality, this workflow
tool can be shared, and the local workflow models in the two different workspaces can have relationships between
them. The figure illustrates two different ways that software agents can interact with workspaces. In the first
way, the agents can interact directly with the user in the workspaces, using a graphical user interface to configure
and interact with the agents. In the second way, the user does not interact with the software agents directly.
All interaction with software agents goes through the GlueServer and the workflow tool. The workflow tool can
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Figure 3: The CAGIS Process Centred Environment
activate an agent, or an agent can activate the workflow tool. The figure also shows that agents can be used to access
repositories, but workspaces can also access files in the repository directly (not shown explicitly in the figure).

2.3 Transaction models and tools
A transaction is a basic work unit or a program segment executed to perform some function or task by accessing
and manipulating a shared database. Transaction modelling concerns with capturing the essential characteristics
of transactions. In general, these include transaction behaviour and applied constraints.
Transaction modelling in CAGIS was motivated based on the assumption that database systems will be used as
resource management systems. The main purpose of the transaction system is then to control and manage access
to a shared resource, and to make sure that this access is done according to prespecified consistency preservation
constraints. This section briefly describes our effort in developing a transaction framework and a transaction
management system for cooperating agents.
The transaction specification framework We have proposed a transaction framework to reason and specify
customised, application specific transaction models [10].
The main purpose of this framework is to provide a configurable transaction models. This allows a user and
application dependent customisation of transaction models. This is crucial to adjust the required degree of control
to be provided through the transactions. Some situation may, for instance, require strict control for the correctness
of data to be possible to preserve, other may see control as just a burden, and so on.
The framework is divided into two main parts: Transaction characteristics specification and transaction execution specification.
The characteristics specification is used to define the main properties of the actual transaction: ACID properties,
relationship among the involved transactions, adopted correctness criteria (which is partly user-defined and partly
prespecified), and applied policies (i.e. rules defining what concurrency control mechanism(s) to be used, and how
and under which condition to use them). It is statically defined and must be done before the designated transactions
are executed. The execution specification defines how the transaction execution is to be performed, in terms of
composition of management operations (e.g., begin, commit, delegate and so on) and regular access operations
(e.g., read, write, and so on). The execution specification must conform to the former, and has some fixed initial
operations, while the remaining operations can be adjusted at run-time.
In this respect, the CAGIS transaction framework distinguishes between static and runtime dynamic specifications. Compared with related frameworks, such as ACTA [5], ASSET [3], and TSME [6], the main difference is on
the dynamicity. Such a property is important since it is not always possible to predict all aspects of application in
advance. This is particularly relevant when taking software agents as well as cooperative work into consideration.
A detailed presentation of this transaction framework is given in [10].
The transaction management system A system for the specification above is depicted in Figure 4. It is divided
into two main components; a specification environment and a runtime management system.


The specification environment provides a facility for a transaction model designer to specify the characteristics of transactions as needed. The same environment also allows a user to specify a set of operations
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to be run by a transaction. Both of the aforementioned specifications are done in XML. A special XML
parser is used to validate specifications, against the prespecified DTD. This parser transforms (1) the specification of characteristics into an internal representation of transaction characteristics, and (2) the execution
specification into a set of operations. They both are used by the transaction manager to control and monitor
transaction executions. Further the transaction specifications are kept in a specification database. To avoid
redundant specifications, the specification environment provides a browsing facility to allow the designer
to check, if the transaction characteristics are already in the specification database. This implies that future
adjustments can be performed without needing to do the specification from scratch. Finally, if changes are
made, the designer is asked whether the current specification is to be saved as a new version or to replace
the old one.
The runtime management system consists of a transaction manager and a resource management system.
The transaction manager is responsible of managing the specification and execution of transactions, and
to ensure that any transaction execution is done according to the specified characteristics. For example,
if an ACID model is defined, it will enforce atomic and isolated execution. Correspondingly, if property
atomicity is relaxed, then the same manager will ensure that any failure would not necessarily cause global
rollback. Instead, partial abort can be issued. Now, as shown in Figure 4, the transaction manager again
consists of a specification manager and an execution manager. The specification manager is responsible of
controlling all necessary representations from the specification environment are complete. In other words, it
has to make sure that the specification of transaction characteristics can be supported and that all necessary
semantics are represented. If such a specification is not fully satisfiable it will either notify the designer and
ask him/her to adjust the specification, or it will choose a closest supported specification that can be found
in the specification database. Otherwise, it makes the characteristics information available to the execution
manager. Then, this manager is now responsible of ensuring that the transactions are executed consistently
with respect to the transaction characteristics and the execution information. Based on the specification, the
execution manager issues the necessary and suitable transaction management operations. This means, that it
issues begin, abort or commit, and other management operations that the user has specified.
The resource management system is responsible of managing and providing system resources for running
transactions. It also maintains the execution information of the running transactions and uses this to handle
transaction aborts and system recovery. Finally, the resource management system is responsible of making
sure that committed results are kept in a persistent store.
The transaction management system described above was implemented in a working prototype [12, 8] based
on Java and the IBM Aglet-workbench. It has served as a test-bed for the transaction specification framework.
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3 Conference scenario
This section describes briefly a conference organising process we are using as a scenario, previously presented in
[9]. The seven main activities of the conference organising process are shown in bold-face in next paragraph.
First the Program Chair will initialize the process by Planning and announcing the conference. People
wanting to attend to the conference will submit their papers, and PC members will Record submitted papers as
well as information about the authors. Then, Reviewers will be chosen based on their expertise, and the Paper
reviewing starts. The PC members will then Collect reviewing results, and a review meeting will be held to
Determine acceptance of papers. Accepted papers will then be Grouped into sessions and a final program
including a time-table for conference sessions will be produced.
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Figure 5: Group Accepted Papers into Sessions
In this paper, we will focus on the last main activity Group Accepted Papers into Sessions. Figure 5 shows the
two main sub-activites of this activity.
Suggest Sessions Program Chair is responsible for this activity, and it can be decomposed into these process
steps:
1. Match all papers agains a document model defining terms and expressions, and the relationships between
them for the research domain.
2. Suggest session division according to subjects
3. Create a preliminary session schedule
4. Set Up Session Committees (from Program committee members)
Select papers & Plan Sessions All members of Sessions Committees are responsible for this activity, and it can
be decomposed into these process steps:
1. Determine session subject & goals: An initial Session description will contain session subject and goals.
2. Check papers for session: Sessions Committee members should mark papers relevant for a session to notify
their interest. Papers will be marked ”possible”.
3. Paper allocation: If papers are marked by several Session Committees, Session Committees must negotiate
about who is going to get the paper. Papers allocated to a session will be marked ”taken”.
4. Check timeslot for session: Each session committee will mark the timeslot for the session.
5. Session allocation: Sessions that have the same timeslot will negotiate. When all sessions are allocated, the
result will be added to the session description. The session description will now have the state ”final”.
6. Publish session description: Each Session Committee will publish their session description to the other
Session Committees and Program Chair.
In this paper we assume that the Program committee members will be distributed on different locations and
the work with organising the conference will be done only through computer interaction (without any physical
meetings).
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4 The CAGIS environment applied on the scenario
This section outlines how the CAGIS environment, consisting of tools and models to support documents, processes
and transactions, can be applied on the scenario described in section 3. Our suggested architecture to support this
scenario is shown in figure 6.
The two main activities we are focusing on, Suggest Session and Select papers & Plan Session, are executed
by the Program Chair and the Sessions Committees respectively. In our solution we have therefor chosen to model
the scenario using one workspace for Program Chair and one workspace for each Session Committees. Each
workspace has a local process defined in a process model, and a workflow tool that enacts this process model. The
process models are defined according to the process steps defined for Suggest Sessions and Select papers & Plan
Session as given in section 3.
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Figure 6: The CAGIS framework applied on the scenario
The Program Chair’s first process step is to divide all papers according to their topic. This is done by using
the Document classification tool to match all papers against the domain model. The domain model defines the
vocabulary of keywords, extracted from the preliminary conference topics and from the submitted papers. The
matching of papers against the domain model is visualised in the document model viewer, and the Program Chair
may interact with the model viewer to achieve the proper subject division of papers.
The Workflow tool will here notify the GlueServer that will initialise a document agent that may be used to
access the documents through the document servlet. In the two next process steps, the workflow tool will present
Program Chair with necessary documents and tools for creating a preliminary session schedule and setting up
session committees. When session committees are selected among PC members, the session committee members
will be notified through email describing what session committee to attend and what workspace to access.
The Session Committees will then start to work in their workspaces according to the process model enacted
by the workflow tool (remember that all conference organising work will be done distributed on computers). First
they have to determine session subject & goals, the workflow tool will notify the GlueServer that will initialise
brainstorming agents for each session committee member. The result of this brainstorming process will end as an
initial session description written by session chair. The next step of the process will be for the session committees
to choose what papers to be in the session. Here the workflow tool notifies the GlueServer to initialise paper select
agents. The paper select agents will retrieve information about available papers, and let the session committees
mark interest of papers. The paper select agents will then mark papers in the Paper record in the repository (see
figure 5). The result from marking papers will be returned to the GlueServer. If papers have been marked by
several session committees, negotiation agents will be initiated to negotiate about what session is going to get the
paper. If the negotiation process goes into a deadlock, Program Chair will be notified, and he/she will make a final
8

decision. The next step, is for the session committee to mark a timeslot for the session. This process works exactly
like paper selection, but session selection agents will be used instead. When all session committees have selected
their timeslots, the final session description is published to all, and the final conference program can be produced.
The transaction manager is responsible of managing the integrity of the document in the repository, and to
ensure that agents accomplishing their task always leaves the system in a consistent state. Based on the description
above, the session committees share both the schedule document and the paper record. Therefore, conflicts are
likely to occur. There are several possibilities to solve this problem. For example, one may provide an exclusive
lock for each access, thus prohibiting other to see any changes until the process is finished. This may however be
unacceptable since it might delay the session arrangement process. An other possibility is that instead of hindering
other session committees from total access, read permission is provided read. This allows other committees to
see the intermediate changes, and therefore eases their decision process. An other scenario again is to permit
simultaneous updates (i.e., write/write conflict). However, achieving consistency is possible only if the system
supports multiple-version handling, with a sophisticated merging mechanism to capture all possible changes.
Next, tasks to support the session selection process are assigned to agents. As mentioned, this may involve
document access too. To allow the transaction management system to ensure consistency, all agent method invocations involving repository access are managed as part of transaction execution. This also ensures that conflicting
document access is managed properly. Moreover, suppose that a transaction consisting of several agent method
invocations is initiated by the GlueServer. Then, assume that one of the involving agents fails, for example, while
selecting papers from the paper record. Using traditional ACID transactions, this would cause a global rollback,
thus discarding all changes made so far, and killing all associated agents. However, if a lot of efforts have been
invested, then to start all tasks from scratch may be expensive. To cope with this, we model each agent method
invocation as a subtransaction of that executed by the GlueServer. Therefore, instead of aborting the transaction
and killing all involved agents, the transaction manager allows the failing agent to just undo some of its changes.
Other agents may proceed as normal.

5 Conclusion
This paper has presented the CAGIS toolset and its applications to a conference organisation scenario. The CAGIS
toolset consists of a set of separate tools that may be used together to provide support for cooperative work across
the web. The three major components of CAGIS are the Workflow tool, the Document classification tool and the
Transaction manager. Each of these tools is implemented in true Web style, i.e. they are built around a standard
Web server and use XML as a data storage and interchange format. These tools may all be configured according
to the actual situation and use. The Workflow tool allows for the creation of individual workspaces to support the
activities of the workflow, in addition, the workflow tool offers the ability to enact the part of the process model that
the workspace supports. The document classification tool uses a domain specific vocabulary, the domain model,
created by the users to classify and search for documents. The transaction tool offers support for the specification
and execution of customised and application-specific transaction models. The transaction manager thus offers
the ability to design the required correctness criteria and to define and execute transactions that enforce these
criterias on shared resources. Central to our system, and binding the individual tools together, is a GlueServer. The
GlueServer, configures a set of software agents that can activate the different CAGIS tools. The glue model defines
the relations between the individual workflow elements that may reside in different workspaces and the software
agents that may be used to access the individual tools. This way, the various components of the CAGIS toolset
may be used together in order to provide situation specific cooperative support.
Our CAGIS environment is not only applicable to conference organisation processes. The CAGIS environment
can be used to support any process where people are working together, and where people and information are
distributed. Examples of such processes can be cooperative software engineering processes, distributed educational
processes, distributed organising processes, processes of selling and buying merchandises on the web etc. All
these processes are characterised with distribution of people and information, and require people to interact and
cooperate to reach the goal of the process.
Furthermore, when combining the tools in the CAGIS environment, we enhance the functionality of one specific CAGIS tool. In [1], an example of how the document models and tools can enhance the CAGIS multi-agent
architecture is given. The document models and tools are here used to model the agent ontology, which define the
language software agents can speak. In [17], the transaction models and tools (in this paper called workspace manager) offer a way managing consistency of changing workflow models. This means that the CAGIS environment
offers a selection of tools, which can be used in different combinations to give specific support. Future work will
investigate more thoroughly what tools to pick for different scenarios.
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